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Adopting an all-inclusive self-care program in life is getting harder for most 

people given countless demands and hassles of everyday life. Besides having a 

hectic full-time job, you probably have to make time for your side hustle, two 

kids, and a never-ending part-time course. 

 

One sure way to improve your self-care plan amidst the many demands of life 

is developing a self-care driven fitness routine. 

 

Optimizing your fitness routine in a way that promotes self-care allows you to 

stay fit, minimize stress, strengthen your core, and improve your productivity. 

This article provides proven fitness strategies that focus on improving your 

physical fitness, and supporting your emotional, psychological, and spiritual 

wellbeing. 



 

 

Stress Relief Workouts 

 

According to the Anxiety & Depression Association of America, it’s proven 

that certain exercises are great for managing stress. Remember that managing 

stress is one key principle of an ideal self-care plan. So, to lower your stress 

levels and at the same time workout to keep fit; incorporate brisk walking, 

circuit training, and kickboxing into your workout routine. 

 

Exercises that charge your body and rev you up, such as brisk walking, circuit 

training, and kickboxing are great stress relievers. These exercises pump the 

feel-good hormones–endorphins- into your blood system elevating your mood 

and lessening stress. To get the best out these exercises consider the following 

guidelines: 

 

 Maintain each exercise for at least 30 minutes. You can choose one, two 

or include all three exercises in your workout. Also, you can alternate 

the exercises on a weekly or monthly basis. 

 

 Make sure you’re consistent: working out 30 minutes daily is more 

productive than working out 2 hours non-stop on the weekends. 

 

 In circuit training, maintain high-intensity workouts for 30 minutes. 

These approach offers you same benefits as long-duration workouts 

that take up more of your time. 

 

 

Have fun: adopt exciting workout strategies 

 

Music, a workout buddy, and novelty are sure strategies that can turn your 

fitness routine into a hobby you love. Having fun as you work out is a great 

way to keep fit, be happy, and balance your fitness routine with your overall 

self-care plan. Below are exciting workout strategies you can consider. 

 

o Turn up your music into a high-tempo tune. Listening to music that 



elevates your mood and psyches you up gets you working harder for 

longer. 

 

o Get a workout partner to keep you moving. Having a workout buddy is 

motivating and lowers your chances of quitting or taking 

counterproductive short-cuts. For instance, working out with your dog is 

one creative way that gets you in shape, and concurrently helps your dog 

keep fit. 

 

o The novelty of a new workout will awaken your spirit and keep things 

exciting. Often, novelty yields enthusiasm, which is good for your soul. 

So, consider incorporating new  

 


